
IMSOUANE : OLO SURF & NATURE
Olo Surf & Nature is located in a quaint fisherman village called 
Imsouane in one of the most beautiful bays in Africa: Magic Bay. 
Located with gleaming views of the Bay,  guests feel welcomed in our 
charming guest houses suited for your perfect surf holiday. The 
terrace is ideal for wrapping up your sessions of the day; enjoy a 
drink while overlooking the infinite waves of the bay and listening to 
the sound of the waves and birdsongs in the background. Olo is the 
ideal setting that allows you to enjoy moments of peace and 
relaxation while watching the magnificent sunsets of Morocco.



Tayourt
Tayourt Lodge is the ultimate surf shack. Etched with stoke and good vibes, you’re sure to 
have a pleasant stay in this beach-view accommodation. Located in the heart of Magic Bay 
and the town’s village, Tayourt was one of the first houses in Imsouane, built by the first trav-
elers for the local fishermen. As part of that tradition, we have kept the house as original as 
possible, in order for guests to feel the tranquility and simplicity of people who have lived by 
the sea for generations. The house is surrounded by original art, color, and magnificent views 
of the Bay.

House Includes:
Free wifi Free Laundry service Free parking  Snack/coffee bar. . .

your house:



Amber Riya Leia Vita
MUSICIAN / YOGINI / TEMPLE SINGER

Over the last few years Amber Riya has 
sung in ashrams, festivals, retreats and 
yoga studios all over the world. The mu-
sic she shares is very much inspired by 
deep experiences she has had through 
spiritual practice and she feels it is her 
calling to share sacred sound to height-
en and enhance experiences of those 
who listen. 

Her alchemical sound enfolds the lis-
tener and brings a deepening and soft-
ening quality to spiritual practice. Using 
a variety of instruments including sing-
ing bowls, bells, flute, shruti box, and 
chimes and her angelic voice she weaves 
together a soundscape that gives the lis-
tener a taste of the heaven that lies with-
in themselves. On this retreat, Amber 
will be sharing sound, tea ceremonies, 
and workshops on flow & creativity.

https://www.amberiya.com

YOGINI / PHOTO / WATER CHILD

Leia’s yoga classes embrace a healing ha-
tha vinyasa flow deeply rooted to breath 
and intention, with a focus on alignment. 
Through playful sequencing and conscious 
movement, she aims to cultivate a tran-
scendental experience, uniting the physical 
body to the spiritual self. 

Leia is also a photographer and has shot 
two published vegan cookbooks. She has 
traveled around the globe photographing 
retreats, indigenous peoples, and surfers. 

Leia grew up a competitive swimmer and 
started surfing 3 years ago. On this retreat, 
she will share her passion for the sea, yoga, 
photography, and surf as a spiritual prac-
tice. 

www.leiavitaphoto.com

your hosts:





-2 Surf Lessons with photo analysis 
(alternative option: 1 massage +1 reiki sound session)
-Daily Yoga Classes
-1 Sound Meditation (Live Soundscape)
-3 Tea Ceremonies
-Surf, Spirit, & Creativity Workshop
-Live Gnawa Musical Performance
-1 Starry Night of Beach Glamping 
- Lounge, chill, relax!
-Full board meal plan
-Accomdation in Dar Zitoun
-Beautiful photographic memories

*Does not include:
-Airport Transportation (Agadir $60 roundtrip, Mar $115 roundtrip)
-surfboard rental outside of surf lessons (varies from $8-$30)
-Flights
-Travel insurance

$815 shared dorm
$900 private room

One Moroccan Week Of....
you get:





BEACH GLAMPING
1 Night in a secluded beach paradise
-Stargazing Meditation & Sound Bath
-Camp in traditional Berber tent

your experience:




